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Mr. Chair and Council Members: 

My name is Velma Korbel. I was first appointed to the position of Minneapolis Civil Rights Director in 2010. I want 

to thank Mayor Frey for his nomination and you for your consideration that I continue to serve in this position.   

I’d like to thank my colleagues, co-workers, and employees who have sent emails, made phone calls, sent letters, 

or offered testimony in support of my nomination.  

First to my colleagues, I have been extremely fortunate to have been guided by you, mentored by you, and 

supported by you in the many years I have done civil rights and human rights work. I have learned how to be a 

better manager and leader from watching and modeling you. 

For my co-workers here at the City, you are among the best and brightest I’ve work with, and I am excited to get to 

work with you to continue to make Minneapolis the most inclusive, equitable, and vibrant city we imagine it can 

be.  

To the employees in the Department of Civil Rights, one of the lines I often use is one from my mother who said, 

“Each day, we have something to learn and something to teach. Be careful with both.” I hope I’m teaching you 

how to be forward-looking and to think about how we can make life better for the people we serve. I hope I am 

teaching you to build the career you deserve, starting now; every interaction is an opportunity for you to solidify 

your brand. I hope I am teaching you to be pro-active about self-care. No one is going to take care of you, but you. 

Never forget that. You are teaching me to be trusting and to delegate more, to have fun, and to create a 

community inside the Civil Rights Department. Thank you for what you do every day. 

Each time I have been re-nominated for this position, I’ve use it as an opportunity to provide a commentary on the 

State of the Minneapolis Department of Civil Rights. I can tell you that the Department is a results-driven, engaged, 

high-performing organization. Here are just a few things we’ve accomplished.  

In 2012, the Department established a case-completion deadline of 270 or fewer days, as opposed to the 365-day 

deadline used by most other agencies. In 2017, every case that was filed with us was resolved within this 270-day 

deadline.  

Also in 2012, the Civilian Review Authority was disbanded, and the Office of Police Conduct Review and the Police 

Conduct Oversight Commission were formed under a new ordinance. Together, these two entities have produced 

nation-leading results in police complaint handling, research, and study recommendations to improve policing and 

have allowed OPCR staff unprecedented access to police data. Additionally, a new data portal that launched in 

2016 provides the public access to information on officer discipline and other data. Via this portal, information 

related to police misconduct is viewed approximately 200 times per week in comparison to the 15-20 times per 

quarter before the portal was launched. 

Some people complain that police are not being disciplined for misconduct. They are. What seems to be difficult 

for folks to understand is that neither the Civil Rights Department nor the Office of Police Conduct Review has the 



authority to discipline police officers. However, in the previous administration, for every complaint that was sent 

to Chief Harteau’s desk where the Police Conduct Review Panel recommended that the complainant’s allegations 

had merit, a cop was disciplined. Every time. I expect that Chief Arradondo will give that same kind of attention to 

the recommendations that land on his desk.  

Our Civil Rights Equity Division coordinates the department’s racial equity work and oversees the Urban Scholars 

program. Urban Scholars is a leadership and professional development internship program for students who have 

graduated from high school and are in two-year, four-year, or graduate programs. Urban Scholars provides 

participants from diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds with distinctive professional experience. Urban Scholars is 

training the next generation of leaders. In 2013, Urban Scholars started with $50,000, one program administrator, 

and 8 students/placements in the City of Minneapolis. To date, there have been 230 students/286 placements in 9 

organizations across the Twin Cities, with $1.97 million in wages earned by the Scholars. We’ve topped out at 23 

placements just in Minneapolis jobs. This year, 50 Scholars will be placed in City departments, the Mayor’s office, 

and City Council offices to work with and learn from all of you. 

In the Contract Compliance Division, the most dramatic improvement has been with the increase in the percentage 

and dollar value of contracts to women-owned and minority-owned businesses in the City’s Small and 

Underutilized Business Program. Since I arrived in 2010, the City has completed two disparity studies to support its 

inclusionary procurement activities. In the study completed in 2010, the overall disparity analysis for City 

procurements was 5.05% MWBE inclusion. In the Study just completed in 2017, the overall disparity analysis for 

City procurements was 11.17% MWBE inclusion. This represents an increase of approximately 100%, primarily due 

to the steady, intentional work in the SUBP, which is overseen by the Civil Rights Contract Compliance Division. 

In 2016, the City Council passed and Mayor Hodges signed both a Sick and Safe Time Ordinance and a Municipal 

Minimum Wage Ordinance. These two ordinances became effective within six months of each other. Enforcing 

these two new local labor laws is the responsibility of a newly created division within the Civil Rights Department. 

The Civil Rights Labor Standards Division has been responsible for all of the marketing and education leading up to 

the effective dates of the ordinances and is now responsible for their implementation and enforcement. The 

department recorded its largest settlement to date when it recovered $11,000 for an employee of a local gas 

station who was not paid the Sick and Safe Time to which he was entitled.  

On average, the Civil Rights Department is staffed with 25 employees. The above work is not all we do. Those are 

just the stand-outs. In addition to our daily work, we also: 

• Planned and hosted the One Minneapolis, Equity in Employment Conference  

• Developed the City’s first Racial Equity Toolkit  

• Developed and hosted the regional Contract Compliance Best Practices Roundtable  

• Initiated the City’s Target Market Program (currently run out of the City’s Procurement Office)  

• Developed the business inclusion goals and equity plan that was revised and adopted by the Minnesota 
Sports Facilities Authority for the construction of U.S. Bank Stadium 

• Produced the Report of Sex Offender Concentration in North Minneapolis  

• Created the History Makers at Home profile series for Black History Month  

Since I’ve been the Director of Civil Rights, I have also: 

• Been a member of the board of directors and chair of the Minneapolis YWCA  

• Been a member of the board of directors and chair of Family Promise in Anoka County  

• Been a member of the Minnesota Women’s Economic Roundtable  

• Been a member of the board of directors and current co-chair of the Governance Committee of Achieve 
Minneapolis  

• Been a member of and current chair of the Minnesota Advisory Committee to the U.S. Civil Rights 
Commission  

• Currently serve as the first Executive Sponsor of the Minneapolis Black Employee Network  



Now having said all that, I cannot end without requesting that the Council give serious consideration to its 

leadership confirmation process. It is my opinion that a process created to evaluate a potential nominee can 

instead be hijacked by entities with an axe to grind. Your attempt to provide transparency to the public is almost 

immediately an advertisement to any leader of quality to run quickly in the opposite direction. However, if your 

objective is to dissuade good people from these jobs, then what you have is just fine. 

Finally, as a woman leader and a woman of color, I hope in the future you will give serious consideration to the 

roles that misogyny, stereotyping, implicit bias, and discrimination play in the input you receive as part of your 

vetting process.  

Thank you for your time. 

 

 


